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Saved by @CodyyyGardner

See On Twitter

Twitter Thread by #ReleaseTheKRAKEN BrunoBarking

#ReleaseTheKRAKEN BrunoBarking
@Bruno062418

1.”We are watching a movie”...

what if it’s Harry Potter?

Who will turn out to be the RATs?

2/ After all, we have #fakenews, just like the daily prophet.

3/ just like the Russia hoax and the impeachment hoax, we have false accusations and sham trials. Kangaroo courts

https://t.co/gPHye9gdns

4/ our schools are in shambles. https://t.co/lDxds07SFi

5/ a shadow government run by BHO the last 4 years?

6/ at what point did you flip and realize the true hero was Snape? Sacrificing all, Including his legacy and his very life,to be a

triple agent, and save both the Wizarding and Muggle worlds?

7/ The flip re feeling about Snape was momentous, it shaped a generation that realized ”I was WRONG” by trusting and

reviling the wrong sides.

Was this seeding a generation that will SOON FLIP its hatred of THIS man, who is saving our Republic and our world?

8/ @VP Will have a momentous day today.

A great reveal, on 1/6 EPIPHANY no less, will Pence uphold the Constitution and election integrity? Or will he side with the

deep state? Our very Republic hangs in the balance. Mike, Be a Neville. https://t.co/BlOA7xRig6

9/ I have faith in @VP, that he will indeed kill the Snake of the Swamp....but even if he doesn’t? ....

10/ from @GenFlynn : Trump will be re-inaugurated at high noon January 20, 2021. https://t.co/06v6IFjf3o
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1/Listen to every SECOND of this interview with America\u2019s General.

<Spoiler alert>: Donald Trump will be re-inaugurated on January 20, 2021 at High Noon.

Listen to HOW and listen to WHY https://t.co/al7PPiZj3V

— #ReleaseTheKRAKEN BrunoBarking (@Bruno062418) January 6, 2021
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